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Hello and happy summer,
This month’s issue features our
Dad’s and Grad’s Gift Guide with
some great gift ideas most all
would enjoy. Some of them we
really enjoyed testing and think
you’ll enjoy them as well.
One of the comments we’ve
repeatedly received over the
last few issues was, “We aren’t
seeing much of YOUR photography.” That’s been true. As I worked with many of the destination CVB’s,
they have been supplying their own photos to illustrate the articles about
their cities or countries.
Well...in one fell swoop, we are going to make up for that. I’ve picked ten
of my favorite international destinations and done full-page spreads for
each. There are just two or three photos in each destination, and bare
minimum editorial, but I think they will give you a flavor of why we loved
each of these places.
I wanted to feature each town I loved in each country, but that was going
to add 64 more pages and the issue would have been too big to host online, so I had to reel in my enthusiasm. Hope you enjoy these photos.
Lastly, we’ve got another RV’ing article about the technology we always
pack when we hit the road. Some you may already use, but we think
you’ll find a couple new ideas that help make your next trip more fun.
									
Remember - Get up and Get outdoors!								

													Doug
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Hotel Antumalal overlooking Villarrica Lake
Pucon, Chile
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World’s tallest sea cliffs rise 600 meters over the Atlantic Ocean at
Slieve League, County Donegal, Ireland
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Whale watching is one of the most popular atttrations in
Andenes, Norway
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The entire Upper and Lower Towns of Quebec City have
been designated as UNESCO World Heritage sites.
Quebec, Canada
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Second only in size to Rio Carnival, the annual Boi Bumba Festival
is an amazing feast of color and pageantry that involves the entire
city of Parintins, Brazil
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The Fo Guang Shan Buddhist Monastery welcomes visitors
and is a not-to-be-missed attraction in Kaohsiung, Taiwan
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Saint Peter Saint Paul Church was built on land granted to one
of my distant relatives back in 1086 in Bardwell, England.
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At Antelope Park, people have all sorts of opportunities to actually interact with
lions, including taking them for walks and watching young lions learn how to hunt.
Gweru, Zimbabwe
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The Royal Clipper is the largest, luxury sailing ship
that offers 7-day cruises throughout the Eastern
Caribbean with fabulous accommodations.
Shown here off the coast of St. Kitts.
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From the world’s tallest building to ancient mosques, this city is a
study in contrasts. Dubai, United Arab Emirates
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Technology and road trips – a marriage made for the road

Not only do GPS units allow you the freedom to wander
aimlessly and then immediately continue your journey,
they also are great for finding gas and food as well as alerting you to speed cameras and other detrimental situations. Don’t leave home without one.
My brother-in-law swears by his OnStar directions, so if
you are driving a GM product, that’s another option.

Cellphone holder

TomTom GPS units offer a raft of other services besides just giving directions.

If you are driving an RV, Magellan makes a number of
models that are programmed specifically for the RV driver.
Features include settings for weight limits and areas where
you can conveniently make a U-turn with that 40’ long rig.
Their models also include specific campground information. There are enough advantages that if you are camping, these models are a must see.

This month, for our camping and RVing article, we are going to take a slight detour from analyzing different classes
of RV’s and look rather at the use of technology on road
trips. There’s no doubt that major RV manufacturers are
packing more technology into each year’s new models.
But, what if you can’t afford that latest model RV? No
need to feel left behind, there’s plenty of tech you can
take advantage of even if your RV is your grandpa’s old
station wagon. Here are some of our favorite tech additions you might want to consider taking on that classic
road trip.

Many of today’s stand-alone GPS units can get road information in real time and will automatically alert you before
you get stuck in that construction zone. This is something
to check for, before you select a GPS.

Don’t want to invest in a stand-alone GPS, consider TomTom apps for your smartphone or tablet. They work just
the same and don’t require carrying an additional piece
of equipment. Maps are available for US, Canada, Mexico
and many foreign countries. I used this on my 10-country
road trip in Europe some years ago and it was fantastic.

Laying your cellphone on your dash or even on your console can be a problem waiting to happen. If it can slide
onto the floor, Murphy’s Law demands that it eventually
will. A simple cellphone holder can prevent that from
happening.
Not only that, most models allow you to easily press one
button to answer your phone calls and then talk handsfree. Mounted in the corner of your windshield, I’ve never
had a problem with it interfering with my vision while driving, but you’ll want to experiment to find the best mounting location for you.

Presently I’ve got Caseco and iOmounts permanently
mounted in my SUV. The iOmount easily holds a full sized
tablet while I use the Caseco for my iPhone6. For extended road trips I’ll also add a suction cup mount by either
Bracketron or PanaVise.

GPS
This is probably the first piece of gear we install in any car
we are taking past the end of our driveway. Besides being
able to make the trip easy to navigate, it’s incredibly valuable when there’s a road delay and we need to evaluate
our alternatives.
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Battery Pack
Sure, while you are in the car, you can recharge your
cellphone conveniently from your dash with any number
of 12 volt adapters like the one shown below; but, what
if your car battery dies? I’ve got a one-year old battery,
so it shouldn’t die, but through oversight, I’ve left the
ignition turned on overnight and found a dead battery in
the morning – more than once.

The model I carry is their Jump Starter Professional JS-18.
Charge it once and it holds its charge crazy long – only discharging 2-5% per month. It also comes with an 18-month
warranty.
At 18,000mAh, this thing will start up to a 9.6L gasoline engine or a 4.8L diesel. That includes every RV I’ve ever seen,
no matter how large.
But, that’s just the start. This will also repower your laptop, tablet or phone. It comes with all the standard Apple
connectors, plus 8 of the more popular PC laptop connectors. If you are just recharging your phone, it can repower
it totally five or more times. It can actually recharge two
devices at the same time, with two USB ports. That’s a
whole lot of uses for one device. Check out all their models here.

ly well. When shopping for a portable model to throw in
your backpack or messenger bag, watch the “mAh rating.”
(That’s pronounced milli-Amp-hour.) They typically range
from 1,000 to 12,000 and that determines how many times
or what percentage of a charge you can get for your phone
or tablet. If your phone comes with a 3,000 mAh battery
and your battery pack is rated for 1,000mAh, then the
battery pack will only recharge it to 1/3 of its capacity – not
what you want typically.
Some names I continue to use and like in the portable battery space are: Mophie, MyCharge, LifeCharge, Goal Zero,
and Simpiz.

Dash Cam

The Weego has been a life-saver multiple times over the
past six months. Slightly smaller than the sole of my
shoe, I keep this gem in my trunk with all its accessories
– ALL the time.

Looking for something smaller? I’ve tested dozens of
battery packs over the years and most worked extreme-

Thank the Lord, I haven’t had any accidents that needed
to be recorded; but, I’ve captured some great footage of
scenic views while traveling. With the rearview camera
accessory, I could also be recording video out back at the
same time.

While nobody anticipates a problem while driving, if someone swerves across multiple lanes and pins you to a guard
rail, it’s sure nice to have visual evidence. Better yet, it’s
even nicer if someone or something would warn you about
someone entering your “space” as you drive. Such is the
technology available today.
Many luxury cars are coming equipped to do just that, but
you can add the technology to whatever you’re driving as
well with a dash cam like the Thinkware x500. This is another device you’ll find permanently mounted in my Tahoe.
Tucked up behind the mirror, this records beautiful HD video
while I’m on the road.

Built in GPS allows you to recall where you were when
each video clip is replayed. In addition to announcing
“lane changes” and ‘following-too-close” situations, it politely announces photo enforced speed areas, just in case
you’ve developed a lead foot.
Similar to GPS units, research the features on each of their
models. The higher you go; the more capabilities each unit
has. You’ll want to determine which are important to you.
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Apps for your phone
If you are a minimalist traveler, you probably at least take
your phone, so let’s load it up with some of the best travel
apps out there. Here are some I use all the time on my
iPhone:

GasBuddy Gas prices can vary so wildly, it’s worth having
some local knowledge when you leave the freeway. A quick
check with Gas Buddy and you can check gas prices near
any exit before you even arrive.

Google Maps I’m a dedicated Google Map person – always
have been. When checking out a new location, I love that
I can also check for bike paths, traffic levels and satellite
views. After you’ve found where you want to go, select
directions and Google will announce all your turns as you
drive, or walk, or take a bus, ride your bike, etc.

Moovit If you aren’t driving, and you need to depend on
public transportation, Moovit is a great app. Not only
will it help you select the right route, you can check route
times to see when you’ll arrive. So far, this app covers 850
cities in 65 countries.

ProCamera If you are a photographer, you’ll appreciate all
the manual controls available. Use it for video, stills, HDR,
lowlight, selfie with countdown timer and as a QR scanner.

Yelp There are plenty of consumer rating apps available,
but time in and time out, Yelp has been dead on with its
recommendations for restaurants and bars. No matter
what town I visit, I always check with Yelp first.

Capti Not technically a travel app, but certainly handy for
travel. Instead of taking all your lunch break to read up on
the latest news, simply add the articles to the Capti cue
and when you get back on the road, Capti’s narrator will
read each of them to you.
iOS Compass This app for the iPhone not only acts like
a standard compass, it also mimics a bubble level and a
GPS. Announcing the GPS coordinates, it also announces
the City where you are presently located. Add that with
your elevation and you’ll know everything there is to know
about where you are, even if you are lost.

Speedtest When you are on the road, free Wi-Fi is the holy
grail, but even better is fast, free Wi-Fi. But how do you
tell? Speedtest is the app for that. Log on to a Wi-Fi network and run Speedtest. Test both Wi-Fi speeds and Cellular performance for LTE, 4G, 3G, EDGE and EVDO networks.

All our apps are powered by AT&T’s ZTE Mobley device
that provides full time Wi-Fi while you drive. Check it out
in last month’s edition.
What did we miss? I’m sure you’ve got some apps you’d
never leave home without. Drop us a note and share.
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Take our magazine and
make it yours!

Is your company or organization involved in:
TRAVEL
TECHNOLOGY
		PHOTOGRAPHY
			OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
				ACTIVITIES FOR SENIORS
					HEALTHY LIVING
You’ve already got your own mailing list. Now give your customers
some content each month that they’ll really appreciate.
Private branding opportunities now available at extremely reasonable
rates and flexible terms. A high-quality newsletter to distribute to your
mailing list with virtually no work on your part.
BENEFITS:
•

Your company or organization’s name on the front cover.

•

The back cover for your full page advertisement or calendar of events.

•

Create your own “Letter from the editor page” if desired.

•

Additional internal pages for your own content if desired.

•

Membership on our editorial board - help us select monthly content.

•

No need to involve your IT staff. Simply email a link to your list.

•

Each issue will be kept online for a minimum of twelve months.

•

Exclusivity available by geographic area or industry.

•
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Monthly reports will be issued so you’ll know how many people are
reading.

Contact us for a no-obligation quote
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Kikkerland iPhone i5/i6
Mini Super Fan (US108-A)
One of the best novelty items I’ve
seen anywhere for the iPhone.
This Mini Super Fan really
works…and works great.
Super quiet and yet pushes tons of air – just
what you want
from a fan.

Works
with
any Lightning connector iPhone
– no app needed. Just plug it in
and enjoy a breeze.
Up to 10 hours on one
charge – average power
drain only 9% per hour.

WiFi Router Dock by INFLUX
If you want to increase your Wi-Fi
signal strength to remote corners
of your home or office, the WiFi
Router Dock by INFLUX could be
a solution. By simply setting your
router on the specially shaped dock,
your signals are beamed out in one
direction with increased strength.
This works best if your router is located at one end of your intended
usage area – if it’s centrally located,
you signal strength could actually
go down behind the unit. No setup,
software or power required – just
place your router on the base of the
dock. Read more here.
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ZipSim prepaid USA SIM for travelers
Now, travelers to the US as well as US citizens can get a new SIM card for their phone
that activates whenever and wherever they
wish. It’s called the ZipSim because it activates in a zip with just your ZIP code. Insert
it in your phone, send a text to their number
with the zip code where you want to associate your phone and viola, you are set up with
a local phone number, caller ID and voice
mail. Each card comes with unlimited Talk
and Text. See the coverage map for the USA
including Hawaii and Puerto Rico at www.zipsim.us/coverage. Long distance plans can be
added to the card for international locations.
Each card comes with unthrottled 4G LTE network data plans. Quantity of
data depends on the card purchased. The 7 day card comes with 500MB.
The 14 day card comes with 1GB, the 21 day cards gets 1.5GB and the 30
day card comes with 2GB. You can also top up the card at any time to keep
the party going. Data only cards are also available for slightly less cost.
Prices vary from $15 to $55.
An added advantage is that you can change your number twice during you
time period, again, without needing to call support or stopping at a dealer.
Each ZipSim pops apart to fit whatever size you need for your phone – standard, micro or nano. They all work in any unlocked device. Order from
http://www.zipsim.us.
Xara Web Designer 365 Premium
If you are as familiar with HTML as you are
with the Cyrillic alphabet, but you’d love to
create your own webpages, Xara Web Designer 365 is just the tool you need. With
all the bases covered, this one package
may be all you need.
If you can drag and drop graphics onto a
Word document, you’ve got enough skills
to take Xara’s templates and create an
honestly good-looking web page or web
site. A free-hosting offer even enables you
to publish it and invite the world to see it
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online. Truly, all you need in one box.
I’ve been experimenting with version
12.0 and I’m impressed. Having created a number of websites over the
years, I wish this had been available
earlier. If you need a website and
don’t want to be a web designer, this
is where you’ll want to start.
To get your site up and operating
quickly, you can pick from dozens
of templates available for general
use, personal use or many that are
specially designed for certain type businesses (accountants, car repair, real
estate, health care, and on and on.)
You probably didn’t even realize that these days you need to insure that
your site is mobile ready (buzzword = responsive design), but Xara takes
care of that automatically for you.
I had a couple issues installing Xara on my desktop machine, but their free
and quick-to-respond tech people had me up and operating in no time. I just
love good tech support departments.
If you just want a simple website – there’s Xara Web Designer for $49.99;
but if you are serious about putting out a web site that looks like what today’s designers are creating, opt for the Xara Web Designer Premium for
$99.99. For the additional price you’ll
be able to create:
• Single page supersites
• Animation effects
• Sticky objects that stay put while
users scroll your page
• Flash and GIF animations
• Website presentations…and more
Create a website in under an hour that
you’ll be proud of. Xara’s done the hard work, now it’s your turn. Check out
both versions on their website: http://www.xara.com. Download a sample
version and give it a try before you buy.
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Case Logic Laptop Shoulder Bags
Many times we need a huge messenger bag when traveling, but who
wouldn’t prefer a smaller, lighter, less obtrusive bag for all those other
times? Just running out for a quick bite, but want to take along your laptop
and maybe your tablet? Yep, been there many times myself, so I started
looking around for the perfect small cases to serve these situations. Found
two I really like from
Case Logic.
The 14.1” Laptop and iPad Slim
Case is just the
right combination of
slimness, but with
enough space to
handle a charger,
external hard drive,
extra phone battery,
cables, etc. Separate padded pockets accommodate
up to a 14.1” laptop
and your 10” iPad.
The front pocket
keeps those bulky
cords down and
out of the way. The luggage strap makes it a snap to attach it to your rollerboard suitcase. Outside is also a slit pocket for your phone – handy when
you don’t want it in your pants pocket.
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Weighing less than a pound, the case is made of heavy duty polyester fabric
with a 25 year guarantee.
For the ultra-minimalist out there, you might want to consider the Intrata 14”
Laptop bag. Similar to the above,
this is intended
for laptop only
– no separate
pocket for a tablet. Even sleeker
in design, there
is still an outside
pocket for cords
and such and a
removable shoulder strap.
Without the
shoulder strap,
this makes a
great protective sleeve for
your laptop if you need to pack it away in another case. The luggage pass
through strap on this model also serves as a carrying handle.
At just slightly over 1/2 pound, you won’t even notice the extra weight when
conveniently transporting your laptop. This model is also made of durable
polyester with a 25 year guarantee.
Check out the entire Case Logic line at http://caselogic.com.
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Midland Radio Emergency Two-Way Radio EX37VP
Midland is creating a one-stop shop for your emergency needs with their
new line of E+Ready emergency gear. We recently tested out their Emergency Two-Way Radio Kit EX37VP and found it very compelling in both
performance and value. At an MSRP of only $49.99, these two radios
have phenomenal reach and are super handy to use. They come with rechargeable batteries and they can be charged via USB, making them easily
chargeable with the many solar panels made for camping and emergency
use.
Radios operate on your choice of 22 channels, each with one of 38 privacy
codes. Separate buttons also allow you to hear weather alerts or send calling alerts. The two radios come in a durable zipper case that also includes
a flashlight, incredibly loud whistle, compass and thermometer. Over water
or flat terrain, you can obtain up to 26 miles of range. If you are looking for
clear communications at a distance, under any emergency condition, depend on mobile radios from Midland. Read more about their entire line of
radios here.
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Simpiz Power Banks
All those electronics are only good
as long as they have power, and
Simpiz has come out with a couple
new mini power banks that should
keep you running all day long. The
Symbol 5000mAh Mini Power Bank
is a wedge shaped device that
would fit in the palm of your hand,
by packs enough power to recharge
your smart phone multiple times.

The Simpiz Genius
6000mAh Power Bank
actually uses a genuine
iPhone 6 Plus ATL battery
in this super slim charger.
At only 4 ounces in weight,
this flat power bank is ideal
to fit in any empty space in
your pocket or bag.
The Wander Society
Here’s a different kind of book about a new
way to relax and enjoy the world – in a word –
wandering. Aimless, slow, relaxed wandering
can be an extremely freeing and uplifting experience as explained in this compact little book
by Keri Smith.

Pannier Backpack by Two Wheel Gear
Two Wheel Gear is all about designing great gear for bikers and they developed just the answer – the pannier bag that securely fastens to our bike
rack while we are riding, but instantly and easily unhooks and converts to a
backpack when we are off the bike.
The secret sauce with this bag is the fold down portion on the back of the
bag that reveals two hooks meant to securely fasten it to our bike rack. The
other half of the equation is the bottom buckle for each backpack strap that
hook together to keep it from bouncing loose while on rough terrain.

Full of interesting tidbits about this “secret”
society of wanderers, you’ll discover how to
“join” this group without ever having to attend
a meeting or even a meet-up. A guaranteed
great read. Get it in hardcover or Kindle versions on Amazon for under $11. .
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Thinkware Dash Cam
The new Thinkware
Dash Cam X500 can
record full HD video at
1080p.. There’s a 2.7”
display to make sure
you’ve aimed the camera for best position.
Built in GPS alerts you
of upcoming safety
cameras (both red light
cameras and speed
cameras) (no subscription required.)
But recording video is
only half the story. The
road safety warning system provides all these safety features:
•

•

•

FVDW = Front Vehicle Departure Warning – warns of drivers ahead turning off
FCWS = Forward Collision Warning System –
warns if you are getting
too close to the vehicle
ahead
LDWS = lane departure
warning that lets you
know if you are starting
to drift either through inattention or while falling
asleep. This could be a
life-saver by itself.

More information
here: http://www.thinkware.com or check Amazon or Best Buy for Thinkware’s latest models.
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Weego Jump
Starter Battery+
We had the
pleasure of
using the Professional model all through
the winter this
past year and
it was amazing
how often we
pressed it into
service. From
starting SUV’s
and RVs to
starting ATV’s, this thing did the job each and every time. I had honestly
been skeptical about how a unit this size could make up for a dead battery
36 times its size…but it did…time after time.
Not only is it a great jump starter, the Professional model also comes with
a number of adapters for other jobs, including keeping my Acer computer
refueled when not near an outlet. Rock solid, this unit seems like it will last
a good long time and it sure beats waiting for AAA. Check out all their available models here.
With an 18-month warranty, it’ll handle up to 1000 charges. Works from
-4°F to +140°F. Power one up and it’ll hold its charge for months. Only loses 2-5% of its charge per month, so
there will always be enough to get
you going again.
Now available, but we haven’t tried
it yet, is a 12V DC adapter so you
can use all those cigarette lighter
plug devices. Also, Weego is offering
a OBDII 12v Memory Saver so you
can disconnect your vehicle’s battery
without losing all your electronic presets, clock settings, etc.
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Caseco 360° Duo Connect

The other mount is the Core 360° which will
hold up to a 1.3 pound device at any angle.
This uses a special 3M adhesive which will
mount to any plastic or metal smooth dash
surface – no vinyl or leather. Simply peel
the adhesive strip, press into place, hold for
two minutes, release and let sit for 24 hours.
Ready to use.

Protecting your phone and yet still
making it accessible while you
drive are two worthy goals. Caseco just made both a little better
and a little easier. The Caseco
360° Duo Connect series offers
both a case and a couple mounting methods that I’ve begun using
myself.
First – the center of the system is
the Shock Express phone case.
Available for Apple, Samsung
and LG phones, the Shock Express is designed to military specs, so you
know the protection is going to be there. I’ve already dropped my phone too
many times…and it’s still ticking, so I know it works.
Another great feature of the case is the small but effective sound port at the
bottom of my iPhone6 case – which directs and projects the sound forward
for better listening. It’s available in multiple color choices depending on your
brand phone.
Mounting the case depends on
one of two methods – depending on where you want to display it and which car you are
mounting it on. The Mountie is
supposedly the world’s smallest vent car mount and it does
go on extremely quickly and
easily. Simply pull back on the
lever, slide it over one of your
dash air flow vent fins and release. Instant mount – ready to
magnetically attach your case.
Two caveats from my experience. You won’t be able to flip your vent closed
with the Mountie attached and secondly, it worked ideally on my Ford Escape Hybrid vents, but would not fit on the much deeper vents on my Chevy
Tahoe. On the plus side, it comes with a magnetic ring that you can attach
to an additional phone case if you aren’t using the Shock Express case with
built-in ring.
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and one replacement adhesive pad for
your next car. Despite some off-roading
in my Tahoe, the phone and case have
remained firmly attached with this mount.

The mount allows your
phone to rotate 360° for vertical or landscape
viewing – or at an angle if
you’ve got an attitude going
that day. You can also adjust the viewing angle left,
right, up or down to avoid
glare by simply pressing it
in the direction you’d like to
go. This model comes with
two metal mounting discs

Lastly, the protective case won’t do a
thing to keep your screen from getting
scratched in your pocket with your keyring, so, before the inevitable happens,
consider the Caseco screen protectors.
Made of ScreenFlex flexible glass material, this premium protection should
complete the job. Available for Apple and
Samsung.
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HIBR Pillows and Mattresses

Kikkerland Big Rhino Folding Step
Stool (ZZ14-BK)

Nothing beats a good
night’s sleep, and a good
pillow is key to the success. New to us was the
HIBR brand pillow and
mattresses. When asked
to check them out, I was
impressed initially with
their technology – somehow fusing a “cooling layer” in the center of the foam to control heat at the molecular level.
Technology aside, a pillow is only good if it delivers a good night’s sleep
and so far, I’ve been very comfortable. As a “side sleeper, I naturally
gravitated to their Side Pillow model. They also offer Simple (standard)
and Silhouette (contoured) models for whatever fits you best. If you’ve
never tried a memory foam pillow, you’ll want to check them all out here.
Kikkerland Jigger Aluminum Cube (BA08)
Start with a novel idea – shrink the six most requested liquid measures
for a bartender into one easy to store and easy to use tool. Blend in
a dash of inspiration from the
box-shaped sake
cups so popular in
Japan. Blend together skillfully and
viola – the Jigger
Aluminum Cube.
This heavy duty,
palm-sized, aluminum cube will
last a lifetime and
makes a great
conversation starter sitting on your
bar. Just don’t talk
to it yourself – that
would be weird.
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be stored anywhere.

Need a folding step
stool? Need a folding seat? Need a
portable workbench?
Hmmm…there’s
probably another half
dozen uses I could
think of, but suffice it
to say the Big Rhino
Folding Stool is portable and indispensable. Folding down
flat in just one second, this is only about
1-1/2” thick and can

The Big Rhino is the big brother of Kikkerland’s Rhino II step stool and gets
you up a full 15.5”. That’s enough for me to conveniently be able to reach
over 8’ in height. Sturdy enough to support 400 pounds, that’s enough to
support me – twice.
Midnight Scoop Ice Cream
Scoop
You know you love ice cream,
but who wants to fight that hard
hunk of Moose Tracks right from
the freezer? Fight no more with
the Midnight Scoop, an ergonomically designed scoop to give you
more “power” with each scoop.
Push straight into your favorite
brand and watch the ice cream
roll right up in this heavy duty ice
cream tool. Made of forged 6061
aluminum, and designed by an aerospace engineer, this Midnight Scoop will
last a lifetime. Available in four finishes starting at $29.95.
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Caseta Wireless Smart Home Lighting

Crock Pot Multi-Cooker

We fell in love with Caseta wireless lighting
controls last year. With simple setup and
flawless operation, they are super useful
when you want to turn off or dim lights from
across the room. The small Pico controllers
sit firmly on a desktop or table and let you
turn lights on, off or dim them to suit. We
still haven’t tried them, but they will control
window shades in the same remote fashion

Save tons of space in your
kitchen with this five-inone multi-cooker. Brown
& sauté, roast, bake, slow
cook and steam – all in one
device. A one-touch digital
control panel makes it easy
to switch from one cooking
mode to another.
now as well.

But, the big news for
2016 is that you can
now control your legacy
or new Caseta controls
via your voice with Amazon Echo or Echo Dot.
Better yet, after a few
weeks of testing the Amazon Echo, I can vouch
for its accuracy being
something like 95%.
When I give Alexa a command, it’s nearly always interpreted perfectly.
So, in addition to playing all my Amazon Prime playlists and any of my
music collections, Alexa can now
let me control my lights as well.
Instead of putting up with the wrong
light level as night wears on, it’s so
simple to tell Alexa to turn on my
desk or reading lamps and quick as
a wink, they are on.
Amazon Echo does a lot more like
looking up Wikipedia articles, reciting weather, sports, news, etc.
Combined with Caseta, you can
now play Apollo and light up the
world with just the sound of your
voice.
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The six-quart inner pot

is non-stick, removable and dishwasher safe. Comes with a roasting/steaming rack and a nice
recipe book with more than 30 recipes showing the flexibility of the
multi-cooker. Read more here.

Wahl’s Pet Grooming Products
When it’s muddy outside, you can
tell your kids to wipe their feet.
You’ve got a 50% chance that will
happen. Tell your dog, and that
drops to about 1%.
We all know when it comes to taking care of pets, the kids say they’ll
do it, but it usually comes down to
Mom or Dad making sure it gets
done. So let’s make it as easy as
we can for them. Wahl’s Pet Grooming products are here to make your pet
loving life easier. The foot wipes quickly and cleanly wipe your dog’s paws,
to keep them from tracking outside inside.
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Enclave Audio Cinehome HD
When the box arrived
with the new Enclave
Audio Cinehome HD
5.1 Wire-free HD Audio
system, I was surprised
at the size and weight.
Most 5.1 systems I’ve
checked out recently
were small and sounded just as small. Not the
Enclave Audio system.
The cabinetry is solid and
it’s a good thing, because
when you crank these
guys up, they are going
to rock your house.

But lots of stereos can fill your room with sound, how about filling your
house…and beyond? With just my PC powering the speakers, I wound it
up all the way and left the room. From my office in the front of the house, I
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walked the entire depth of my
home, opening
the patio doors
out back. Walking outside and
50 feet away
from the house,
I could still hear
every word of
the lyrics and
every note of
each soundtrack.
Awesome.
The system
will connect via
HDMI, optical or
analog audio-in or Bluetooth. If you are looking for a premium sound system
and want to really enjoy your music, check out the Enclave Audio line. From
what I’ve seen on the market today, it could totally be the best value going.
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Philips Smoke-less Indoor Grill
The Smoke-less Indoor Grill from the Philips Avance Collection is the answer to your dreams. Ultimate simplicity meets smokeless cooking which
equals a grill that can be used on any countertop or table without special

The Complete Guide to Drones:
Whatever your budget
You’ve see the incredible video footage they deliver daily, but are you
ready to try one yourself? The Complete Guide to Drones helps answer
that question and provides answers
for all those questions you didn’t
even know you had.
My first drone flying experience was
a disaster – it just flew out of control
range, and ended up in a 50-foot tall
tree. But then, I made the typical
neophyte’s mistake – taking it up too
high, too fast and too soon. I should
have read “The Maiden Flight” on
page 66 before I tried to earn my
wings. “Key Skills” on page 70 would have been super valuable as well.
Author Adam Juniper covers it all so well in this easy-to-read manual.
Drone Basics explains why they’ve instantly become the “gadget” everyone
wants and the difference in major type drones available now. The Powertrain chapter goes more into the technical aspects of the controllers and the
physical aircraft without overwhelming you in geak-speak. Feeling frisky?
Jump to chapter 5 on how to build your own (templates included.)
Chapter 3 is what I should have read first with flying basics and Chapter 4
brings it all home with how to get the best video and stills from your drone.

ventilation.
The operation is so simple – anyone
can take up grilling and be assured of success. Simply plug in the grill, allow the barbeque grate to pre-heat for 10 minutes and place your food on
the grill. Your food is cooked by infrared heat elements on the sides of the
unit. Flip once during the cooking process, then serve and enjoy.
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Photos courtesy of The Complete Guide to Drones by Adam Juniper
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The Photographing Tourist: A Storyteller’s Guide to Travel and Photography
Learning to progress from casual tourist snapshots to captivating travel photos is what this book is all about. Award-winning author David Noyes uses
a potent blend of anecdotes, tips and techniques to explain the difference
between pressing the shutter button and actually creating an image.

Bushman Hammer Khaki Shirt
Expeditionary shirt. Time-proven
and popular, this model comes
from the tradition of the Bushman
brand. This shirt is made of strong
cotton material which guarantees
breathability and comfort even in
extreme conditions.
Practical long sleeves can be
rolled up and fixed in place. Two
large breast pockets will hold lots
of gear. The covered collar buttoning system keeps the collar in the
right position.
Fans of expeditions and adventure will appreciate shoulder boards and practical loops for accessories and
also two distinctive badges on front. Embroidered logo is positioned on the
left sleeve. Special washing provides not only authentic look, but also comfortable wearing which is part of the design of all Bushman classic collection
models.

Learn the importance of composition, depth of field, leading lines and more
while appreciating some of Noyes iconic images. Not a textbook by any
means, this is enjoyable reading while being extremely instructive. Find The
Photographing Tourist on David Noyes website, where you can read a nice
selection of the book’s many chapters on-line.
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Photo tip of the month

If you want to capture the stars, you’ll need a tripod and a long exposure. That lets your camera
capture even those stars your eyes can’t see.
This exposure was taken for 30 seconds at f4.0
at an ISO setting of 3200 on a Tamron 18-270mm
lens with a Nikon D5300 camera.

Embalsa Del Pinon; Antioquia, Colombia
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Past Issues

Please consider forwarding this issue to a friend if you think
they might find it useful, and suggest they subscribe. We
guarantee to never spam them.
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